October-December 2018
Announcement of Publications

The following are publications reported by Oregon Sea Grant staff and supported researchers during the fourth quarter of 2018.

Abstracts and, when available, downloadable PDFs of these materials are in Oregon Sea Grant’s online catalog. They are also available by emailing the National Sea Grant Library, which provides single copies via interlibrary loan services.

PEER-REVIEWED JOURNAL ARTICLES, REPORTS, AND BOOKS –


• **ORESU-R-18-025.** Chen, Yunguang; Park, Hyousung; Chen, Yong; Weber, Bruce; Reimer, Jeff; Cox, Daniel; Corcoran, Patrick. *Integrated engineering-economic model for the assessment of regional economic vulnerability to tsunamis.* Natural Hazards Review, Volume 19 (4), 04018018, November 2018. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)NH.1527-6996.0000307. Project number R/CNH-22.

• **ORESU-NR-18-002.** Olson-Hazboun, Shawn; Boudet, Hilary. *Companies blocked from using West Coast ports to export fossil fuels keep seeking workarounds.* The Conversation, November 28, 2018.


• **ORESU-BR-18-005.** Doyle, Jamie.; Boovy, Bradley; Maldonado, Marta Maria; Conway, Flaxen D.L. *Understanding the working in working waterfronts: The hidden faces of the industries that make up the working waterfront* in Coastal Heritage and Cultural Resilience, Edited by L. Price and N. Narchi (eds), Chapter 10: pp. 223-242, Springer Publ. 2018. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-99025-5_10. Project numbers NA18OAR4170072; R/SF-37-Maldonado1820.

NON-PEER REVIEWED REPORTS –


PRODUCTS –

- **ORESU-E-18-001**. Goodwin, Cait; Cooper, Rick. 2019-2020 Quests Book. Project number